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Following on from the Law and Language Colloquium in 2015 and the Law and Ritual Colloquium in 2016, the final Colloquium in the Voices of Law series, funded by The Leverhulme Trust, will be Law and Legal Agreements 600-1250. This conference aims to draw together scholars working on various geographical areas to identify points of similarity and contrast in language, text and legal practice.

Keynote Speaker: Prof. Robin Chapman Stacey

The conference features speakers from across Europe, the UK and the USA, covering topics such as agreements and disagreements, border treaties, witnesses and testimony, law, sin and judgement. This conference features panels which interweaves the themes of the previous conferences with focuses on language and discourse, ritualized legal activities such as the ordeal, and pledges. With a broad geographical as well as period range, the discussions and comparisons will be of great interest to scholars interested in various related subjects, and we look forward to a wide range of voices contributing at the roundtable.